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1. Batch Metadata Editing – What is this for?
2. Screen shots of menu items
3. Exporting for editing – steps to follow
4. Working in Open Office and Excel
5. Adding items
6. Adding mapped collections



•What can you export?
•You can export a whole collection or  
individual records

•What is this useful for?
•Batch modifying existing records
•Creating a template for a collection 
exporting this and then adding items
•Adding new metadata records
•Mapping additional collections

•What is the scope?
•You can only use this for metadata, use 
the existing batch import for DSpace to 
upload bitstreams or files.



In the next software 
release you will notice 
the addition of this 
function – Export 
Metadata



In the admin menu you 
will notice an additional 
item– Import Metadata



Click on the export metdata and 
save file in CSV format



Presenter
Presentation Notes




1.With CSV files we have found it better to use 
Open Office to open the spreadsheet – these 
screen shots are using the Open Office Calc 
application

2.Character set to Unicode (UTF8) important, 
and select all the columns by clicking on the 
top left upper corner change to text.

3.If you open the csv file with Excel you don’t 
get the same options to open the file in 
Unicode and text column types. Results:  dates 
and other fields like issn are opened as 
numbers and its very difficult to make them 
behave like text. Also long fields like abstract 
maybe truncated.





• The multiple metadata fields are delimited 
with a || double pipe character, but it will be 
possible to choose your own delimiter 
character.

• The most important parts are the id and 
collection.





Interchanging Open Office and 
Excel
• You may find it easier to save the csv file into 

Excel format and make your modifications.
• When completed save back into csv format





What fields?

1.Strip out fields date accessioned and 
provenance etc 

2.Strip out any fields you don’t want to correct, 
and just leave the fields you want to update

3.Leave any fields if you want to delete the 
content from those fields



In this example the field that is empty will 
be replacing values with null values.



Using the + symbol to add new items

The top item is the original item used to create 
a single record in a new collection



Example of a mapping to more than one 
collection



Importing back into the systemBrowse to locate 
your files



Changes for items are shown 
below



Adding items shown below



Check everything before applying 
the changes, cancel if you see a 
mistake



It may take a while to apply the 
changes, wait till completed.
At the end of the process the apply 
changes and cancel button are 
gone.
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